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Name:  ______________
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE eTCP Exam No. 3 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade

General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___
Question 1 (10pts.)
Explain the difference between Collision Detection and Collision Avoidance algorithms of the Link Layer:

Write a short essay answer here. Two or Three sentences would do… 

Question 2 (10pts.)
L2 Switch keeps some data in a table.  What is kept in the table, how it is updated, and how it is used. 

Write a short essay answer here. Three or four sentences would do… 

Question 3 (10pts.)
How VLAN technology enhances network security at a local network level? (Hint: broadcasting.)

Write a short essay answer here. Two or Three sentences would do… 

Question 4 (10pts.)
Explain what the hidden terminal problem is and how using RTS and CTS attempt to solve it.

Write a short essay answer here. Three or four sentences would do… 

Question 5 (10pts.)
802.3 Ethernet frame uses two fields for MAC addresses.  802.11 WiFi frame uses up to four fields for MAC 
addresses. While the 4th field is not used in the infrastructure mode, the 3rd field is needed.  Explain why there is 
need for the three address fields,

Write a short essay answer here. Four or five sentences would do… 

Question 6 (10pts.)
Explain briefly the purpose of digital signatures (a) and how digital signatures are implemented (b).

a) Write a short essay answer here. Two to three sentences would do… 

b) Write a short essay answer here. Four or five sentences would do… 
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Question 7 (10pts.)
Answer a few questions about encryption algorithms (not used to encrypt email):

How many different keys are used in the public-private key data exchange:3p 0  1  2  3  4  more

How many different keys are used in the shared key data exchange:  3p 0  1  2  3  4  more

How many different keys are used in plain text data exchange:  3p 0  1  2  3  4  more

RSA means “Rivest, Shamir, Adelson” 1p no   yes

Question 8 (10pts.)
Answer questions about the Assignment 4-4 (MQTT).

MQTT server can run on: ESP board computer both

MQTT client can run on: ESP board computer both

MQTT protocol is based on: TCP UDP both

MQTT publishing means: sending data receiving data

MQTT message sending happened in: main loop callback function

MQTT message receiving happened in: main loop callback function

Detecting the button state change is associated with: publishing subscribing

Changing the LED state is associated with: publishing subscribing

We disconnected our MQTT connection in software: at the end on button press never

Did a Web server run in the background: no yes
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Question 9-10 (20pts.)
Complete the blanks needed to implement the remote machine filter reset at 2000ms, and transmit repetitively 
the message “2” every 200ms as long as the button is pressed beyond 2000ms.  Those are functions requested in
the Assignment 4-4.

global mid_filter         # variable that holds the remote machine ID
global mid                # variable that holds the local machine ID
bstate  = button.value()
timecnt = 0
while True :
  if button.value()!=bstate :
    bstate = button.value()
    mqttc.publish(b'test ', b'B0 %s %s' % ( mid, str(__________2.5p) ) )
  if button.value()==0 :  # button is released
    timecnt = 0
  else:
    ____________________5p

    if ____________________5p :
      mid_filter = ''

    if ____________________5p :
      mqttc.publish(b'test ', b'B0 %s %s' % ( mid, str(__________2.5p) ) )
  mqttc.check_msg()
  utime.sleep_ms(100)
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